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Abstrat

We de�ne life as the ampli�ation of quantum unertainty up to marosopi sales.

A living being is any ampli�er that ahieves this goal. We argue that everything we know

about life an be explained from this idea. We study a ladder mehanism to estimate

the probability that the ampli�ation ours spontaneously in nature. The ampli�ation

mehanism is so sensitive to small variations of its own parameters that it ats as a bifur-

ation itself, i.e. it implies that the universe is either everywhere dead or alive wherever

possible. Sine the �rst option is exluded by the existene of life on earth, we infer that

the universe hosts a huge number of inhabited planets (possibly one per star on average).

We also investigate models of onsious and unonsious learning proesses, as well as the

struture of the brain and evolution. Finally, we address the problem of reating arti�ial

life.
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1 The de�nition of life

The problem of explaining life is extremely omplex. As of today, an aepted de�nition

of life is still missing [1℄. On the other hand, in the past entury a huge progress has been

ahieved, both in physis and biology. For a physiist, in partiular, it must be possible

to understand life as a physial phenomenon. It is interesting to inquire whether the

knowledge of the physial laws gathered so far is advaned enough to solve the problem or

not. In this paper we argue that it is.

Although there is inreasing evidene that the quantum phenomena play a non se-

ondary role in the biologial systems, there is no general agreement on the importane of

suh a role. That said, the starting point of the investigation we plan to arry out in this

paper is the idea that quantum phenomena are atually the essential features of the living

beings. We provide four main reasons to support this position.

The �rst reason is intuitive. Most phenomena related to life, suh as evolution, and the

behaviors of the living beings are not preditable, in ontrast with the other phenomena

that our around us, whih are deterministi. It might be argued that the unpreditability

in question is a blunder, due to the extreme omplexity of the physial systems that are

involved. However, we know that pure hane does exist in nature, due to the unertainty

priniple: at the mirosopi level the output of a physial system annot be predited

from the input, in general. Not only, but it is possible to amplify the e�ets of the

unertainty priniple to large distanes (whih is what many experiments in quantum

mehanis do). Sine the ampli�ation is possible, there is a de�nite probability that

it may our spontaneously in nature. It is sienti�ally interesting to estimate suh a

probability.

Thus, we think that linking the unpreditability of the living beings to quantum uner-

tainty is a natural hypothesis. It suggests to de�ne life by means of quantum unertainty

and view a living being as an ampli�er of quantum unertainty up to the marosopi

relative distanes.

The seond reason we o�er is enoded in the laim that everything we know about life

an indeed be explained from this idea. Although the phenomena that have to do with

life are extremely involved, we believe that in the following pages we larify several ritial

issues and advane a lot in the diretion of ahieving this goal.

The third reason is even stronger. We laim that we an validate the idea a posteriori,

by building arti�ial life along the guidelines that emerge from the investigation. Rather

than plunging into a sterile and partisan disussion, we want to push for developing a new
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type of sienti� researh, whose �nal goal is to build arti�ially living reatures. We think

that one we will be surrounded by arti�ially living ompanions � and it might not take

so long �, any doubt about the ultimate nature of life will fade away.

The fourth reason follows from a result that we obtain, whih we antiipate below.

Attempts to relate the unertainty priniple to biology or onepts like the so-alled

free will have appeared throughout the past deades. Although it is beyond the sope

of this paper to examine the literature on these subjets in depth, some mentions are in

order.

Important roles have been attributed to hane and unpreditability in biology by

sientists and philosophers even before the advent of quantum mehanis. Well-known is

the entral role of hane in Darwin's theory of evolution, even if Darwin ould not tell

what the engine of hane was. For Maxwell, determinism was related to stability, while

unpreditability and free will were related to instability, whih he de�ned as the ondition

�when an in�nitely small variation in the present state may bring about a �nite di�erene

in the state of the system in a �nite time�. In other words, he thought that instability is

the �watershed, where an impereptible deviation is su�ient to determine into whih of

two valleys we shall desend� [2℄. For Nietzshe �there exists neither �spirit�, nor reason,

nor thinking, nor onsiousness, nor soul, nor will, nor truth: all are �tions that are of no

use� [3℄. On the ontrary, �it may be that our own voluntary ats and purposes are merely

suh throws� of die [4℄.

After the disovery of quantum unertainty, various sholars tried to link it to free will.

Eddington thought that �the new physis thus opens the door to indeterminay of mental

phenomena, whereas the old deterministi physis bolted and barred it ompletely� [5℄ and

�siene thereby withdraws its moral opposition to freewill� [6℄. Compton was onvined

that �there are, however, onditions under whih the unertainty in a small sale event

may result in an equal unertainty in an event of great magnitude� [7℄. He thought that,

�as far as physis is onerned, a person's ations whih we think of as free would thus

appear to our simply aording to the rules of hane� [8℄. However, he also thought

that the priniple of unertainty was not su�ient to prove freedom. He said that, instead,

�something additional to the physial phenomena is involved�, beause �freedom does,

however, involve the additional determining fator of hoie, about whih siene tells us

nothing� [8℄. Popper shared many of Compton's views. He admitted that �it is oneivable

that something like the ampli�ation of a quantum jump may atually happen in our

brains if we make a snap-deision�, but was against the �dotrine aording to whih the

alternative to determinism is sheer hane�, stating that �freedom is not just hane� [9℄.
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More reent studies onentrated on human onsiousness and the question whether it an

be explained by the physial laws as a weakly emergent onsequene of the brain ativity

or it requires more [10℄.

In our opinion, the main �aws of these investigations and proposals are that they

are human entered, unsystemati and not partiularly ambitious. They do not aim at

understanding life, but fous on partiular aspets of the human life. We would like to

pursue an investigation that is not in�uened by the existene of humans in the universe.

In this spirit, we take a vow to basially ignore the human beings and their emotional

needs and quests for moral priniples, to onentrate on the possibility of developing a

new siene.

To summarize, we view quantum unertainty as the �elementary bit of life�. Preisely,

a) life is the ampli�ation of quantum unertainty to marosopi sales;

b) a living being is any struture that ampli�es quantum unertainty up to the maro-

sopi sales.

When the ampli�ation ours spontaneously in nature, it generates natural life. When

it is produed by the human beings, it generates arti�ial life.

Among the other things, we study the probability that the ampli�ation ours spon-

taneously in nature. It turns out that, without a ladder ampli�ation mehanism (LAM),

suh a probability is so small that the universe would have to be everywhere dead. Sine

we exist, nature must be equipped with one or more ladder mehanisms that failitate the

ampli�ation by subdividing the proess into a sequene of reasonably small steps. We

show that the LAM is so sensitive to small variations of its own parameters that it implies

that the universe is either everywhere dead or alive wherever possible. Sine, again, the

�rst option is exluded by the existene of life on earth, we onlude that the universe must

host a huge number of inhabited planets. This result o�ers a fourth reason in support of

the idea that life is the ampli�ation of quantum unertainty to marosopi distanes: a

redued role of quantum unertainty an be viewed as a huge variation of the parameters

of the LAM, whih would depress the probability of spontaneous life formation from one

down to zero.

It may be observed that any devie we build to make experiments of quantum mehan-

is, suh as the Stern-Gerlah experiment, the double-slit experiment, or any quantum

random number generator, ampli�es quantum unertainty up to marosopi distanes.

The de�nition of life we have given implies that suh devies are �alive�, in the moment

they make measurements. This idea might sound unappealing to some people. However,
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we do not see a ompelling reason to re�ne (and possibly burden) the de�nition of life to

prevent this �risk�. A re�nement, even if well framed, ould easily lead to a lak of larity.

Moreover, as explained already, what is unsatisfatory to humans is not going to in�u-

ene our investigation. After all, evolution tells us that we are desended from primates

and simpler speies, so it should not be that upsetting to disover that we are atually

desended from the atom.

It goes by itself that we do not onsider the reprodutive ability a de�ning property

of life. Indeed, a sterile living being must still be onsidered alive. Nevertheless, the

reprodutive ability is important to sustain and expand organi life, beause generating a

large number of individuals rapidly enough makes it possible to have seletion, adaptation

and evolution. At the same time, there might be di�erent forms of arti�ial life and some

of them may not need a reprodutive ability. Certain types of arti�ially living reatures

may be pratially eternal. They might learn how to produe other individuals (rather than

reprodue) or upgrade/evolve their own bodies. In that ase, the number of individuals

might not be ruial to have evolution and/or prevent extintion.

The paper is organized as follows. In setion 2 we desribe some basi quantum devies

and disuss how they an be ombined. In setion 3 we estimate the probability that

the right ombinations of quantum bifurations form spontaneously in nature, with the

help of a ladder ampli�ation mehanism. In setion 4 we investigate models of onsious

and unonsious learning proesses. In setion 5 we study the struture of the brain and

some of its basi funtions. In setion 6 we desribe the mehanisms of reprodution and

evolution. In setion 7 we address the problem of reating arti�ial life. Setion 8 ontains

the onlusions.

2 Chains of quantum bifurations

Before dealing with more ompliated issues, it is onvenient to desribe some basi quan-

tum systems and the simplest ways of ombine them.

Consider a spin-1/2 partile. Let s denote the spin operator and si its omponent

along the ith diretion. Let |+, i〉 and |−, i〉 denote the eigenvetors of si with eigenvalues

+1/2 and −1/2, respetively. Let Q0 denote a devie that measures the spin omponent

of input partiles |+, x〉 along the z diretion. The states of the output partiles are |+, z〉

and |−, z〉 with equal probabilities P+ = P− = 50%. We all this system a quantum

bifuration.

Now, let α̂ = (cosα, 0, sinα) denote the versor of the xz plane that forms an angle
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α with the x axis. Let |+, α〉 denote the eigenstate of the operator sα ≡ s · α̂ with

eigenvalue +1/2. For example, states |+, α〉 an be obtained from states |+, x〉 by letting

the partiles ross a uniform magneti �eld oriented along the y axis. Let Qα denote a

variant of the system Q0 that measures the spin omponent of input partiles |+, α〉 along

the z diretion. The outputs of Qα are still |+, z〉 and |−, z〉, but now their probabilities

are P+
α = (1 + sinα)/2 and P−

α = (1 − sinα)/2, respetively. For example, α = 300 gives

P+ = 75% and P− = 25%.

A devie H that is able to operate the modi�ation Q0 → Qα is a simple tool that an

be used to �ne tune the output probabilities to favor an output over the other output.

Another elementary quantum devie an be imagined as follows. Consider an atom A

and all E0 and E1 its �rst two energy levels (whih we assume to be non degenerate),

orresponding to the states |0〉 and |1〉, respetively. Let τ denote the lifetime of the state

|1〉. If A is isolated and its state is |1〉 at time t = 0, the probability that A deays to |0〉

within an amount of time equal to t is

p(t) = 1− e

−t/τ . (2.1)

Now, assume that the atom A is initially in the state |0〉 and interats with a radiation

of intensity I, with a spetrum of frequenies peaked around ω = (E1 − E0)/~. The

probability that the atom is exited to the state |1〉 within time t is

w(t) = BIτ ∗
(

1− e

−t/τ∗
)

, (2.2)

where B is the Einstein oe�ient and τ ∗ = τ/(1 + 2BIτ).

Build a quantum devie, still denoted by Qα, as follows. Assume that A is in |0〉 at

t = 0 and interats with the radiation for an amount of time ∆t suh that w(∆t) = w̄,

for a given w̄. After that, the atom, if exited, goes bak to the fundamental level with

the deay probability (2.1). Let ∆t̄ = −τ ln(1 − p̄) denote the amount of time suh that

p(∆t̄) = p̄, for a given p̄. Assume that, if the atom does not emit a photon within ∆t̄,

the devie Qα disards the event and starts over. Instead, if the atom emits a photon, Qα

reords the answer �yes�, if the emission ours before the threshold

∆tα = −τ ln
(

1− p̄P+

α

)

(2.3)

[whih is suh that p(∆tα) = p̄P+
α ℄ and �no� if the emission ours after ∆tα. In the end,

the output �yes� has probability P+
α to our, while the output �no� has probability P−

α .

Modifying α and the threshold ∆tα, the probability of outputs an be tuned to favor one

or the other answer.
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The systems Qα are typial elementary quantum devies. What is interesting, now, is

to inquire what happens when large numbers of them are ombined into omplex systems.

It is not neessary to require that eah unit Qα projets onto a pure state. Atually, it is

more interesting to have patterns of entangled devies, as naturally ours in liquids.

In simple terms, the mirosopi quantum systems Qα an be ombined in two basi

ways: at random or in ordered sequenes. When they are ombined at random, the e�ets

of the unertainty priniple average to zero and the result is an apparent determinism.

When they are ombined in an ordered sequene, the e�ets of the unertainty priniple

an be ampli�ed at will to marosopi sales. In simple terms, the random ombinations

give rise to the nonliving portion of the universe. The ordered ombinations originate life.

The random ombinations, where the elementary systems are distributed with no par-

tiular rule, are by far the most probable ones in nature. The simplest example is a system

made of N opies of Q0, whose global output is the average of the Q0 outputs. If N is

large, the mean value of the z omponent of the spin of the output partiles is equal to

zero, with a normal probability distribution. This means that the system loses the ability

to make a deision.

A ombination in ordered sequene, on the ontrary, is a on�guration in whih the out-

ome of a single quantum bifuration a�ets the external world or the nearby bifurations.

For example, the output of a devie Q0 an be used to modify the next devie Q0 of the

sequene by turning it into a Qα or a Q−α, where α is �xed amount. Arbitrarily omplex

patterns, hains, trees, or iruits, an be built, inreasing the variety and omplexity of

responses at will.

Loally, and in a very small fration of ases, the mirosopi quantum systems an

spontaneously ombine into ordered sequenes, and amplify the e�ets of quantum un-

ertainty to marosopi sales. We laim that the human beings, as well as the other

living beings, animals and plants, are examples of suh spontaneously formed quantum

ampli�ers. The rareness of life in the universe gives us an idea of how small the probability

of spontaneous formation is. At the same time, the presene of life in at least one planet

ensures that it is nonvanishing. In the next setion we estimate that probability and show

that interesting things ome out from this kind of investigation.

3 From atoms to ells: the LAM

In this setion we study the probability that the right ombinations form spontaneously

in nature.
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Let us begin by realling a few numbers. The size of the atom is about 10−8
m. It

an be taken as the mirosopi sale of the quantum phenomena. A ell is already a well

organized system, and in most ases a living being in itself. The typial size of a ell is

10−3
-10−5

m in the ase of prokaryotes and 10−3
-10−2

m in the ase of eukaryotes [11℄,

whih are made of about 1014 and 1011 atoms, respetively. We an take 10−5
m as a

measure of the marosopi sales where organi life is present in form of ells. Eukaryotes

are ells with nulei, while prokaryotes are ells without nulei. Various strutures without

ells are apable of repliating themselves, autonomously or non autonomously: the viruses

(virions), whih have a DNA; the viroids, whih have an RNA but no DNA; the prions,

whih are just proteins. The DNA is a maromoleule made of about 108-11 atoms in

eukaryotes, 107-8 atoms in prokaryotes and in viruses [12℄. The DNA is organized in

relatively simple small units, the nuleotides, whih ontain about 35 atoms eah. There

are viruses with a DNA made of just 1821 nuleotides [13℄.

The number of atoms in the observable universe is about NU = 1080, distributed in

about 1023 stars [14℄. The universe ontains also matter of di�erent nature, like the dark

matter, whih might also be able to form life of some type. Nevertheless, the dark matter

in the universe is �just� 4-5 times more abundant than ordinary matter. For the purposes

of this paper, inluding or negleting the dark matter does not make a great di�erene,

sine numerial fators of order 1 annot be estimated anyway. Thus, a reasonable work

hypothesis is that the matter of the universe is made of 1080 �atoms� in total.

A typial star, like the sun, has 1057 atoms. The planet earth has 1050, while Jupiter has

1054. The amount of living matter on earth an be alulated as follows. Prokaryotes are

made of about 1030 ells [15℄, whih means roughly 1041 atoms. The eukaryotes ontribute

by an amount that is similar to the one of the prokaryotes (with a predominant role of

plants), while the ontribution of viruses is smaller by a fator one hundred [16℄. Thus, we

an assume that life on earth is made of 1041 atoms in total. For omparison, the human

population is around 6 · 109 people, whih means 1023 ells, i.e. about 1037 atoms.

Not all the atoms NU of the universe are in the ondition to generate life. In partiular,

the four phases of matter, solid, liquid, gas and plasma, do not equally favor the formation

of ordered sequenes of quantum bifurations. Solids are not dynami enough, while gases

and plasmas are not stable enough. Liquids have the desirable properties to enhane the

searh for the right ombinations, although they may not stabilize them one found. In the

body of a living being there are both liquid and solid phases, so it is reasonable to restrit

to the portion of the universe where these two phases are in ontat with eah other.

To estimate the fration of atoms that an e�etively generate life, we multiply by

8
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redution fators that take are of various restritions. First, we exlude the atoms that

make the stars, as well as the gaseous or inhospitable planets. To do so, we multiply NU by

a fration equal to the ratio 10−7
between the number of atoms that make the earth and

those that make the sun. This orresponds to assume that there are roughly 1023 planets

earth in the universe - one per star. We are not assuming that life is e�etively present in

all of them, at this level. After the redution we get N ′

U = 1073.

Then, we multiply by the ratio 10−9
between the numbers of atoms of the earth and

the number of atoms ontained in the bodies of the terrestrial living beings, whih leads

to N ′′

U = 1064 atoms of potentially living matter in the universe.

Most parts of the body of a omplex living being behave deterministially. Nevertheless,

we have shown above that most living beings are uniellular, like the prokaryotes, so there

is no need of a orretion fator for this e�et. Moreover, it is reasonable to think that all

the ells of the living beings amplify quantum unertainty to some degree, even those that

are part of organs that on average appear to behave deterministially.

Let us now onsider the ombinations of atoms that amplify the e�ets of quantum

unertainty. For simpliity, we study one-dimensional sequenes. The atoms must be

appropriately oriented, beause otherwise quantum e�ets average away. We all �in series�

the orientation that ampli�es the quantum e�ets and �in parallel� the orientation that

suppresses them. Call p the probability that two lose atoms are oriented in series. Then

pN is the probability that a row of N atoms ampli�es quantum e�ets to the sale dN =

N · 10−8
m.

Assume that the atoms an be desribed as ubes. Two adjaent ubes have one fae in

ommon and eah ube an fae the next one in 6 di�erent ways. Thus, we take p = 1/6.

Then, onsider a row of N = 103, whih is enough to over the diameter of the ell of a

simple prokaryote. The probability of formation of the ordered sequene is

pN ∼

(

1

6

)103

∼ 10−778, (3.1)

i.e. an unbelievably small number. If we take p = 1/2 the situation does not improve

muh, sine we get pN ∼ 10−301
.

Assume that, sine the birth of the universe all the atoms NU have been making at-

tempts to searh for the right ombinations at a speed V of one billion attempts per seond

per atom. This means that V TU attempts have been made so far by eah atom, where TU

is the age of the universe. We also assume that, one the right ombination is found, it

lasts forever. We round TU to 1017s (a quarter of the atual age), beause we are interested

in orders of magnitude and also beause 1017s ago is more or less when the earth formed

9
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and beame inhabitable. Then, by now, we would have

NU

[

1− (1− pN)V TU
]

(3.2)

right sequenes of N atoms in the universe

1

. The formula gives 10−672
with N = 103 and

p = 1/6. It does not make a big di�erene if we use N ′′

U instead of NU , or p = 1/2 instead

of p = 1/6, or 4TU instead of TU : the result is pratially zero, so this kind of ampli�ation

mehanism is just hopeless.

The outome hanges a lot if we assume that there is a ladder ampli�ation mehanism

(LAM) in nature. More preisely, assume that the ampli�ation e�ort is split into n

separate steps, or rounds, eah of whih takes an amount of time equal to TU/n. In the

�rst round, atoms organize into strutures s1 of ℓ atoms. In the i-th round (i = 2, . . . n), ℓ

opies, or versions, of the (i−1)-th struture si−1 ombine into the i-th struture si. Then,

after n rounds we have strutures made of NC = ℓn atoms. More ompliated LAMs an

be studied (for example, with di�erent ℓis for di�erent rounds), but here we just hoose

the simplest option to prove the main point. We still assume that the right on�gurations,

one formed, are stable. If V attempts are made per seond per struture, the probability

of �nding the right ombinations of NC atoms is

P (Nc, n) =
[

1− (1− pN
1/n
C )V TU/n

]n

. (3.3)

As said, we have assumed that the right ombinations are stable, whih is not so

obvious. Atually, the most stable ombinations are the �wrong� ones, those that make

the nonliving portion of the universe, whih is made of NU − N ′′

U atoms. An e�etive

stability for the right ombinations an be ahieved by means of reprodutive mehanisms.

We have to assume that, at some point, there appear ombinations that an reprodue

themselves su�iently rapidly to ensure self-sustainment. Then, those ombinations an

be assumed to last forever (in the sense that they generate a su�ient number of similar

new ombinations before the old ones die). In the simple model onsidered here, this

requirement is inorporated in the probability p.

1

Formula (3.2) is obtained as follows. The fator NU is the number of sequenes that an be built with

N atoms. We an imagine, for example, that all the NU atoms are aligned along a irle. The fator

1− (1− pN )c is the probability that a sequene is right after c attempts. For c = 1 we have pN . For c = 2

we have pN +(1−pN)pN , whih is the sum of the probability to have it right after the �rst attempt, whih

is pN , plus the probability to have it wrong in the �rst attempt and then right after the seond attempt,

whih is (1− pN )pN . For c = 3 we have pN + (1− pN )pN + (1− pN)2pN , et. For c generi (3.2) is easily

obtained.
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If we take this into aount, the probability of �nding a living being made of Nc atoms

is then

P =
∑

Nc,n

P (Nc, n)f(Nc, n), (3.4)

where f(Nc, n) is 1 or zero, depending on whether the right ombinations an reprodue

themselves su�iently rapidly or not. Ultimately, the orretion just selets the right Nc

and n (assuming that they exist). With those values the estimates obtained from formula

(3.3) make sense.

Another assumption taitly made to derive (3.3) and (3.4) is that, one formed, the

strutures si−1 are lose enough to one another, so that they an e�etively ombine into

the i-th strutures si. This assumption an be inorporated into orretions to the veloity

V and/or the probability p. We an also justify the assumption a posteriori : if the �nal

probability P turns out to be zero, the atual result annot be worse than that. If P turns

out to be 1, it means that all the strutures that an potentially form do form, so it is

plausible that they are loated at onvenient distanes from one another without having

to hange V and p too muh.

With ℓ = 20 and n = 10 steps, ℓn is approximately the number NC = 1013 of atoms

of a ell. If we assume that the veloity V is 1 per hour per atom, we get P = 10−31
for

p = 1/6 and P = 1 for p = 1/2. With ℓ = 10 (roughly, the number of atoms of a base),

n = 13 steps and the same veloity V , we get P = 1 for p = 1/6. With p = 1/6, ℓ = 10,

n = 13 and V = 1 per year per atom, we get P = 80%. Probabilities equal to one or lose

to one mean that all or almost all the N ′′

U atoms that are e�etively apable of generating

life do ahieve that goal, leading, on average, to about one inhabited planet per star.

The probability of eah step of the LAM is

F (p, ℓ, c) = 1− (1− pℓ)c,

where c = V TU/n. The ruial quantity that ontrols F and the �nal outome P is

χ = cpℓ,

whih we all root of the LAM. Sine c is large, it is su�ient to have χ & 1 to obtain

F ∼ 1, P ∼ 1, beause

F = 1−
(

1−
χ

c

)c

→
c→∞

1− e−χ.

On the other hand, if χ is small, then F ∼ χ, so P is also small.

It is hard to have F and P reasonably di�erent from zero if, say, ℓ > 20-30. For

example, with the last used values for p, TU , n and V , F (p, ℓ, c) is equal to 5 · 10−8
for

ℓ = 20 and 2 · 10−23
for ℓ = 40.
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We learn that the most important quantity is ℓ, whih should be reasonably small.

Ampli�ation steps of ℓ = 10 are a�ordable in nature, but bigger steps beome problemati.

On generi grounds, if even one step of the LAM requires an ampli�ation fator ℓ greater

than 20-30, then the probability P beomes too small to explain the appearane of life. In

the alternative, p is also important. Instead, we annot raise low values of F (p, ℓ, c) too

muh by playing with c.

The natural question is then: is organi life equipped with a suitable LAM? The ladder

of organi life ould be made of atoms, moleules, maromoleules, then (relatives, variants

or anestors of) ribozymes, prions, RNA, virions, DNA and viruses, �nally prokaryotes,

uniellular eukaryotes, multiellular eukaryotes.

It is enlightening to turn the argument around. There is no hope to explain the ap-

pearane of the shortest known DNA (1821 nuleotides), or a ombination of ℓ = 1000

elements, or even a ombination of just ℓ = 100 elements, by means of a single ampli�a-

tion step (i.e. a jump from separate elements to a struture of 100 elements), not even by

having eah element make a billion trials per seond for the whole lifetime of the universe.

This means that nature must be equipped with the required ten or so steps with ℓ ∼ 10

that make the ampli�ation possible, otherwise life would have never appeared, not even

on a single planet in the whole universe. In onlusion, it might be early to identify the

LAM of organi life with preision, but we know that it must exist.

Moreover, we have seen that small variations of the input parameters of the LAM lead

to huge variations of the outome, whih swithes very quikly from a universe that is

everywhere dead to a universe that is alive wherever possible. Any intermediate situation

is banned, beause it would require very unnatural �ne tunings. Basially, the LAM is

itself a bifuration, whih allows only two outomes: P = 0 and P = 1. Sine the universe

is not everywhere dead, beause we exist, we an exlude P = 0. This leaves just P = 1,

whih means that the universe is alive everywhere possible.

The onlusion is that there must be life on all the planets that permit it, whih might

even mean one planet per star on average. Even if it were just one planet per hundred

thousand stars, there would still be billions of billions of inhabited planets in the universe.

One may wonder whether something resembling life (say, an ampli�ation of hane

due to thermal noise, haoti systems, statistial �utuations and so on) might be ahieved

without quantum unertainty, i.e. assuming that, for all the purposes of studying life

(its funtions, origin and evolution), we an treat the atoms and the moleules, as well

as the DNA, the ells and the living beings, as deterministi systems. In this senario,

what appears to be unpreditable about the phenomena of life is just a blunder, as in
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simulations due to pseudo random number generators. The strongest objetion against

this possibility omes preisely from the results we have just found. Indeed, we have

shown that a small variation of the parameters involved in the LAM an hange the

outome dramatially. Swithing o� quantum unertainty, or downplaying its importane,

is atually a huge variation of the parameters, sine it implies that we must renoune

the disreteness of the energy levels, the metastability of the exited levels, the quantum

tunneling and all the other properties that are helpful to the interloking mehanisms

involved in the ampli�ation, and presumably play key roles in allowing for mutations

during the DNA reprodution. Then, the most obvious onlusion would be a universe

that is everywhere dead, ontrary to observation.

3.1 Death

The formation of strutures that amplify quantum unertainty to marosopi distanes

requires a huge number of trials. How stable the strutures are, one formed, depends on

many variables. In a variety of irumstanes, or after a su�ient amount of time, they

an ollapse bak to disordered strutures, whih average quantum unertainty away. This

is death.

We may want to identify life as a phase of matter, whih is very unstable at the loal

level (whih refers to a single individual), but may be more stable at the global level

(thanks to reprodution). The nonliving portion of the universe is another, muh more

stable, phase of matter. Death is the phase transition from the living phase to the nonliving

phase.

As a physial phenomenon, life does not admit states of equilibrium, or yli behav-

iors. On the ontrary, it an be �stabilized� only by means of a ontinuous renewal. Life

an survive only if it has enough room to expand, grow, or evolve, whih in most ases

means explore new on�gurations and behaviors, using its built-in quantum trial-and-error

proesses. However, expansion, growth and evolution are possible only by a mehanism of

learning and improvement, whih in turn requires seletion, whih is possible only if there

is instability and death.

Thus, the instability of quantum ampli�ers at smaller sales is what speeds up the

proess of growth to bigger sales. It makes the expansion possible and ultimately tends

to safeguard the existene of life for a longer period of time. There must be a sort of bal-

ane between instability and growth, sine stability is possible only through the struggle

for growth and growth is possible only through instability, by means of the reprodu-

tion/seletion/death mehanism.
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4 Q-learning systems

In this setion we investigate models of onsious and unonsious learning proesses. A

Q-learning system L is a struture able to

i) pereive from the outside world;

ii) make hoies of quantum nature;

iii) at/reat on the outside world;

iv) ompare pereptions and evaluate them aording to riteria;

v) modify itself;

vi) keep memory.

It may be helpful to imagine the Q-struture L as made of smaller interonneted Q-

units U , whih funtion in a similar way at a smaller level, and possibly play di�erent roles.

We an assume that eah unit an modify itself and/or modify other units or be modi�ed

by them. Together, the units an make arbitrarily large and omplex Q-strutures.

For simpliity, let us assume that a Q-unit U an exeute just two ations, a1 and

a2, whih are equally probable at the beginning. Brie�y, U pereives some signal s from

the exterior world, deides a reation r = a1 or a2 to s, pereives the onsequenes of its

reation, in the form of another signal s′, evaluates whether the sequene srs′ is favorable

or unfavorable, and �nally modi�es the probability distribution of a1 and a2 aording to

this judgment. Later, in a similar situation the same reation will be more or less probable,

aording to the (supposed) advantage it brings to the Q-struture. This is how the system

learns. At the level of the Q-struture L, the hardware modi�ations Q0 → Qα an also

be understood as a form of memory, or knowledge, or onsiousness (see below).

For example, we an imagine that the deision devies of point ii) are made of systems

Q0, the ations a1 and a2 being triggered by the outomes |+, z〉 and |−, z〉. Point v) an

onsist in the modi�ation of Q0 into a Qα, for a suitable α. Assume that the reation is

a1 and that its onsequenes are judged favorably, to the extent that α is tuned to 30

o

.

The modi�ed probabilities of the reations a1 and a2 beome 75% and 25%, respetively.

Thus, when, at a later time, U pereives a similar signal s, it more probably exeutes

the same reation a1. If the onsequenes are still judged favorably (whih is not to be

taken for granted, sine the judgment proess is also of quantum nature, see below), the

probabilities may beome 90% versus 10%, et. In this way, the unit U learns whether an

ation is onvenient or not.

The judgment of point iv) ours quantum mehanially, by means of other devies

Qβ , whih may be provided by other units U . The riteria used for the judgment an
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be of various types. An important role, for life, is played by the riteria that aim at

self-preservation. However, sine life admits no equilibrium state, the only way to have

a hane of self-preservation is by aiming at expansion. Thus, most riteria of point iv)

judge the situations/modi�ations that lead to an inrease of power favorably and all the

others unfavorably.

Shematially, the learning system L must ontain a body B, a hardware developer

H , an evaluation enter E and an ation devie A. The initial on�guration of E may be

innate, but it an be modi�ed by H . The body B is a set of quantum systems Qαi, one

or more than one for eah type of known external signals, plus a number of unassigned

systems Q0 (or innately assigned systems Qβ
inn

) that are ready to be assoiated with new

types of pereptions. The body is also the memory where the responses to known signals

and other informations are stored.

We have the sheme

s −→ B −→ A

↑ ❀

H ←− E ←− s′

(4.1)

When a signal s is pereived from the outside world, it is sent to B, whih heks if it is of

known type. If it is, a piee of information is already stored in the memory, and used to

forward the signal to the appropriate quantum devie d(s). If s is of unknown type, it is

sent to an unassigned deision devie, whih beomes d(s). The outome of the assignment

is stored in the memory.

The devie d(s) enodes the probability distribution of the quantum deision that is

going to be made. The deision, in its turn, determines whih ation is exeuted by A. Call

it a(s). When the seleted ation a(s) is exeuted, a orresponding information is stored

in B. Then the learning system ollets new external signals s′. If they are su�iently

lose in time to a(s), they are assumed to be responses to a(s) (but this all is atually

demanded to another deision enter and possibly another learning system). The sequene

sa(s)s′ is sent to E for evaluation, to determine whether it is favorable or not. Finally,

the hardware developer H modi�es the deision devie d(s) of B to make sure that the

reation a(s) beomes more or less probable, depending on the result of the E evaluation.

The data about the proess are memorized in B.

More generally, s an denote the ontext in whih an initiative is taken autonomously,

instead of an external signal of a spei� type. In more sophistiated learning systems,

H an modify also E. Alternatively, the modi�ations of E, or its funtions, may be

demanded to other interonneted learning systems.
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4.1 Consiousness and unonsious

In this paper, thought and onsiousness, and several related onepts, suh as freedom,

intent, will, et., are understood to have quantum origins. In partiular, they are not

exlusive qualities of human beings. Being onsious of the meaning of pereptions means

having olleted enough experienes to know how to reat in order to produe favorable

onsequenes and/or avoid unfavorable onsequenes. It goes without saying that many

animals have onsiousness. A dog, for example, an assoiate spei� ations to human

ommands and other pereptions. When a dog beomes familiar with those pereptions

and the onsequenes of its ations, we an legitimately say that it is onsious of them, in

the sense that it knows whih responses produe favorable onsequenes and whih do not.

At the same time, humans do not have onsiousness in all the phases of their lives. For

example, a newly born hild is not onsious of the meanings of pereptions and ations. It

takes months of work memorizing, assoiating and lassifying, and exeuting ations and

generating sounds autonomously, to reah a level where we an legitimately laim that the

baby has aquired knowledge of the meaning of sounds and other pereptions, and has

assoiated pereptions to ations and onsequenes. At that point, the baby is �onsious�

of suh things.

Thus, we an identify the learning sheme (4.1) as the onsious pattern. It an be

summarized by the aronym SACEM (signal → ation → onsequene → evaluation →

modi�ation). Its main features are that it is �loal� (we will understand in a minute what

this means) and an be repeated an arbitrary number of times, to �ne tune the probability

distributions as muh as possible and improve the learning.

Let us onsider a large number n of SACEM units and equip them with a global

evaluation enter E and a global hardware developer H. The set of individual bodies Bi,

plus possibly other strutures that we do not need to speify here, make the global body B.

We obtain a pattern that, for the reasons that we are about to explain, an be desribed

as the unonsious pattern:









s1 −→ B1 −→ A1

↑ ❀

H1 ←− E1 ←− s1
′









.

.

.









sn −→ Bn −→ An

↑ ❀

Hn ←− En ←− s′n



































































❀ E → H → B (4.2)
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In what we are going to say, the loal evaluation enters Ei and the loal hardware de-

velopers Hi do not play important roles and in most situations an atually be absent.

Then the SACEM units simplify to SAC units (signal → ation → onsequene) and the

unonsious pattern beomes

[

s1 → B1 → A1 ❀ s′1

]

[

s2 → B2 → A2 ❀ s′2

]

.

.

.

[

sn → Bn → An ❀ s′n

]































❀ E → H → B (4.3)

We an distinguish a loal level, whih is the level of eah SAC unit, and a global level,

whih is the whole struture. Let us onentrate on a SAC unit for the moment. When a

signal s is pereived, the memory stored in B is interrogated, after whih s is forwarded to

an appropriate or unassigned quantum devie d(s) of B. Then d(s) determines an ation

a(s). After a(s) is exeuted by the ation enter A, its e�ets s′ are memorized in B. As

before, s an just be the ontext where an ation a(s) is autonomously exeuted. Instead

of a trial-and-error mehanism, the SAC sequene desribes a pure trial mehanism. It

does not let the individual learn from its ations a(s).

The SAC units are part of a more omplex struture (like the brain), whih also inludes

a global evaluation enter E, a global hardware developer H and a global body B. At the

right moment, the evaluation enter E is ativated. It gathers informations oming from

a large number of individual bodies Bi about their loal experienes, ourred within a

ertain amount of time T . Then, it evaluates them at-large. On the basis of that evaluation,

E instruts H to modify the probability distributions of the SAC units, or a large number

of them. The data about the whole proess are stored in the global memory of B.

The ruial novelty here is that the operations of evaluation are not performed loally

and instantaneously, as in the sequene SACEM, but on a olletive sale, whih means

on groups of numerous SAC patterns at one, and delayed to a later stage (as in the

dreams, the night ativities of the brain, and so on). The delayed proess of evaluation

at-large makes it impossible, for the individual, to keep trak of what happens with enough

preision to beome aware of it. The individual does hange, the hange being enated by

H, but it has a hard time relating the hange to its probable auses, so it pereives the

hange as unonsious, not wanted, automati.

Despite the ontrol we laim to have on our own lives, our onsious and unonsious

ativities presumably play equally important roles. What makes an ativity �onsious� is
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that the evaluation of onsequenes ours almost instantaneously, so it is possible to relate

auses and e�ets and repeat similar SACEM patterns an arbitrary number of times, to

re�ne the learning till it turns into an awareness. What makes an ativity �unonsious�,

on the other hand, is that the evaluation is delayed and performed on a muh larger sale.

This makes eah unonsious deision essentially unique and unrepeatable, beause it is

almost impossible to repeat the set of SAC patterns involved in it.

For example, an individual annot onsiously evaluate, as a whole, the enormous

amount of hoies made during an entire day. That is part of the job done by the unon-

sious part of the brain during the night. Similarly, the individual annot plan its own

hanges of life. A hange of life is a typial example of a deision that �just happens�

and has asade e�ets on all subsequent ones. It annot be experimented, repeated or

tested, sine it is impossible to hange life a thousand times to evaluate the huge number

of available alternatives and develop a onsiousness of what it truly means.

4.2 Remarks

Q-strutures of arbitrary omplexities an be built by ombining the systems desribed

above and reate, for example, networks of interonneted Q-learning systems, where eah

unit evaluates and modi�es the surrounding units. Suh networks an ollet, evaluate

and memorize large numbers of experienes, and rapidly improve themselves by �ne tuning

the probability distributions to the responses that produe more favorable onsequenes.

Presumably, the strutures should be semiliquid, to ensure a better and faster adaptability.

At the same time, a learning proess is so omplex that it annot be redued to a small

amount of simple operations. A newborn baby takes months to learn how to grab an objet

with its own hands without shaking and years to alibrate the movements enough to write

and draw. This gives an idea of the hallenges involved in the reation of arti�ial life.

In nature, learning and the ability of learning ome with evolution, whih is itself a

long, involved trial-and-error proess. However, there are no absolute notions of �error�

and �suess�: what is an error in a ontext or environment may be the right answer in

a di�erent ontext or environment. Lowering the probability of errors (i.e. downplaying

the role of quantum unertainty in favor of more determinism), lowers the possibility of

adaptation. By the arguments of the previous setion and the high sensitivity of the LAM

to its own inputs, this an easily turn the probability of life formation and self-sustainment

from one down to zero.

The main impliation of these fats is that, in the quest for building arti�ial life (see

setion 7), the largest possible amount of funtions of the Q-strutures should be demanded
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Figure 1: Basi struture of the brain

to quantum unertainty, beause a more deterministi struture may appear to be more

powerful in the short range and in a spei� environment, but is doomed to get extint

quite easily.

5 Brain

As said, arbitrarily sophistiated strutures an be built, able to reognize pereptions,

make deisions, elaborate ations, learn from the onsequenes of their own ations. The

outome is what we an all an organism, with a struture that is partly innate, due to

evolution, and partly aquired by means of learning and experiene, thanks to the internal

modi�ations ourred during the ourse of life.

A rih struture of elementary quantum bifurations, ordered and hierarhially orga-

nized, is the brain. We an imagine it as made of two main parts, as shown in �g. 1.

The inner part, whih is unonsious, is mainly made of patterns of type SAC and hosts

the global evaluation enter E and the global hardware development enter H. The outer,

onsious part is mainly made of patterns SACEM. The global body B is the union of

both parts. Eah part is hierarhially organized into levels, sublevels, and so on.

The outer part of the brain reeives signals from the external world as well as itself and

performs ations on the external world. The inner part, instead, reeives signals from the

outer part and performs ations on the outer part as well as itself (with some exeptions,

onsidered below). The internal pereptions are the sensations of ativities within the
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brain. They allow the inner part to pereive the outer part. They an also make di�erent

setors of the outer part pereive one another.

Basially, the ations of the inner part in�uene or permanently modify the probability

distributions of the deision devies that are loated in the outer part. They an reon�gure

and reorganize the outer part to a high degree.

The two-part struture of the brain, where only the outer part ats on the external

world, lets the individual reah a onsiderable level of self ontrol and enat smooth be-

haviors, after a due amount of learning experienes. A hild needs several years of adult

supervision and interations with the external world to ahieve this goal. One the outer

part of the brain is well strutured, the behaviors of the individual start to �make sense�.

That said, they never beome deterministi, sine prediting a deision of a living being

remains impossible in priniple due to its intrinsi quantum nature.

In general, an external signal, one it beomes a pereption, has the e�et of proposing a

sort of �question� to the brain, and an reah a ertain level or depth in its struture, whih

depends on the features of the signal, among whih its intensity and duration. Deisions

of superior levels may have asade e�ets on the inferior levels. If a signal has partiular

features or is su�iently strong (humor, fright, terror, adrenaline rush or exitement due

to gambling, extreme sports, et.), or repeated and long (hroni pain, depression), it

an reah also the inner part, inluding its superior levels. Then its asade e�ets on

the inferior levels and the outer part may generate deisions that are ommonly rather

disfavored, suh as ommitting a suiide. In other situations they an lead to a hange of

life.

In pathologial ases, adults may loose the ability to ontrol their behaviors. Certain

forms of mental problems are probably due to shortuts in the brain struture, where

the unonsious patterns of the inner part at diretly on the external world, bypassing

the operations of �ltering enated by the outer part. The resulting behavior appears

inexpliable, possibly shizoid. In reality, it is �just� the onsequene of randomly generated

deisions of quantum nature, whose probability distributions have remained �at in large

regions, beause they have not been �ne tuned.

5.1 Will

The brain onsiders an ation a(s) as �wanted�, �predetermined�, �intentional�, when it has

already been deided by the quantum systems d(s) assigned to it, but it has not been

exeuted, yet. This internal sensation is the will. It involves interonneted SACEM

strutures in the outer part of the brain.
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Previously, we used the symbol a(s) to denote both the outome of the deision devie

d(s), loated in the body B, and the onsequent ation exeuted by the ation devie A.

We taitly assumed that there was no time delay between the deision and the ation. In

the present disussion, suh a delay plays a key role, in partiular in the human being.

We an de�ne the intentional ation a
in

(s) as the outome of the deision devie d(s) and

distinguish it from the exeuted ation a(s). The intentional ation is stored in a suitable

setor of the memory ontained in B, till it is exeuted. Before that, a hange of mind an

interfere and make the individual exeute a ompletely di�erent ation.

The will is the (internal) pereption of the intentional ations a
in

(s) stored in the

memory. Sine there is no way to pereive a quantum proess d(s) while it determines its

hoie a
in

(s), the best the brain an do is assoiate an internal pereption with a hoie

that has already been determined. This is preisely the will. During the time interval that

separates the quantum deision a
in

(s) from the e�etive ation a(s), the deision a
in

(s) is

lassi�ed as intentional. After a(s) is exeuted, the brain ontinues to onsider the ation

as intentional, as long as it remembers that it was intentional. The time delay interposed

between a
in

(s) and a(s) gives the illusion of awareness, intent, onsiousness, ontrol on

the ations.

A deision may also be equipped with the internal pereptions of ertain ativities

that have ontributed to shape the probability distributions that lead to it (suh as the

�thoughts�). It is nevertheless important to stress that will, free will, onsiousness, aware-

ness, intent, reason, intellet, et., do not orresponds to elementary physial phenomena.

They are not onurrent auses, or soures of a deision (beause no suh auses exist in

nature), although they are normally misunderstood as suh. Instead, they are the results of

large numbers of ombined random proesses, applied in various ways and di�erent forms.

Beause the origin of suh random proesses is of quantum type, all deisions are ultimately

onsequenes of quantum unertainty. Will and intent do not make deisions: they are the

�rst internally pereived sensations after the deisions have already been made, quantum

mehanially, by the devies of the brain, before those deisions are turned into e�etive

ations.

5.2 Pain and pleasure

Pain is a ompulsory distration that prevents a living being from exeuting intentional

ations. When an individual hurts itself, superior levels of the brain, mostly unonsious,

are ativated. Their deision enters, haraterized by peaked probability distributions,

make ertain reations (like the reations to a danger) almost ompulsory, bypassing will,
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onsiousness, intent and the whole outer part of the brain. Exeptionally, the inner part of

the brain ats diretly on the external world. In suh a situation, all previously determined,

intentional deisions are overruled. The individual is fored to suddenly turn its attention

from a �wanted� diretion to a �non wanted� one. An individual that is subjet to suh

a distration su�ers. Similarly, pleasure is the sensation assoiated with the presene of

anything that helps exeuting intentional ations.

6 Reprodution, evolution, intelligene

The ordered sequenes of quantum bifurations that amplify the e�ets of quantum uner-

tainty to the marosopi sales are statistially disfavored, so the living phase of matter

is intrinsially unstable and ephemeral. Reprodution is a possibility, presumably not the

only one, that an extend the duration of the living phase. The reprodutive ability is one

of the �rst onsequenes of evolution, in the known life forms, although it is not the engine

of life.

Evolution an be desribed by the unonsious pattern (4.3). The global body B is

the speies and the global hardware developer H is reprodution. The global evaluation

riterion E is natural seletion. Within the SAC units, the ontext si is (typially) the

enounter of two individuals (the mother, the father), the ation Ai is the mehanism of

DNA repliation and the birth of new individuals, the onsequene (new ontext) s′i is the

set of parents and newborns, i.e. the family, the body Bi is the set of individuals interested

in the proess (the parents at �rst, the family at last).

Evolution an also be viewed as a learning proess. A new individual, whose innate

struture is di�erent from the innate or improved strutures of its parents, is a sort of trial

of a trial-and-error mehanism. Many individuals turn out to be �errors� and the �ttest

ones survive. This way, the mehanism of evolution allows the speies to aquire a form of

knowledge of the surrounding environment. In the simpler speies, this kind of knowledge

is gathered very quikly, as in bateria and many insets, where few individuals are able

generate huge numbers of new individuals and so adapt quite rapidly. In more omplex

speies the proess of learning by evolution is muh slower.

In addition, the human beings have developed intelligene. Intelligene and evolution

an be seen as two ways of learning, with similarities and di�erenes. In partiular, they

are both trial-and-error mehanisms of quantum origin, in one ase onentrated inside a

single individual, in the other ase organized at the level of the speies. We an assoiate

intelligene with the onsious pattern (4.1), while, as said, evolution follows the unon-
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sious pattern (4.3). Although intelligene plays important roles in several situations, we

think that it is a minor aspet of life, in the big piture, whih is the reason we do not

spend many words about it in this paper.

7 Arti�ial life

The living beings and the nonliving portion of nature are ultimately made of the same

ingredients, di�erently ombined. It is oneivable that several types of life forms, besides

the organi one, exist in the universe. It is also interesting to explore the possibility

of reating some new life forms arti�ially, by amplifying quantum unertainty to the

marosopi sales along the lines explained so far. The present knowledge and resoures

of the human speies suggest that this task is within reah, although it may require a

onsiderable olletive e�ort. Learning how to build and work with liquid or semiliquid

devies is extremely helpful, as is arranging huge amounts of quantum random number

generators in tiny spaes. In a due amount of time, we might be able to equip the �Q-

beings� or �Q-droids� with the ability to reprodue, or produe themselves. One that goal

is ahieved, the Q-droids an proeed by themselves, through the mehanisms of seletion

and evolution, and, if they are versatile enough, survive for a long time.

The arguments of the previous setions have been phrased with an eye at the �nal

goal we have in mind, whih is preisely the reation of arti�ial life. At this point, the

onlusions are more or less straightforward.

The program of reating arti�ial life an proeed along three main diretions. The �rst

diretion is to onstrut simple, possibly small, non speialized but very versatile Q-beings.

At the beginning the Q-droids ould be sold as Q-toys (Q-dolls, Q-worms, Q-tamagothis,

Q-pets, Q-ompanions, et.). In passing, let us note that this business may turn into a

huge suess, beause it will likely help redue the loneliness of people in our soieties.

The tiniest Q-beings ould be even sent to explore the universe for us.

The seond possibility is to build more speialized Q-droids and equip them with a

good deal of built-in knowledge, whih might inlude the ability to produe other Q-droids

similar to them. From their perspetive, the built-in knowledge would be innate and would

save them a lot of learning e�ort. Their behaviors would look less errati and muh more

under ontrol from the beginning. These Q-beings will better �t into the environment in

the short run, but will be less versatile and have fewer possibilities to adapt themselves in

the long run, when important hanges will eventually our. This diretion for arti�ial

life may have some interest if the Q-beings are built to be basially immortal.
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We mention a third, easier way to investigate the ampli�ation of quantum unertainty

to marosopi sales, although it is of a rather di�erent type: reating one-dimensional and

two-dimensional Q-beings, suh as sophistiated software programs for deision making,

money investments, trading, politis, arti�ial intelligene, et.

The reation of arti�ial life is demanding also beause it requires to break with some

ommon ways of thinking. In partiular, it is not supposed to make us humans more

powerful, or happy, or live longer, or be healthier. In some sense, it is meant to be a very

�altruisti� researh, direted to build life forms that an turn out to be more powerful

than ours, ompete with us for the ontrol of the world and possibly overthrow their

own reators. Through evolution, many speies have ahieved the goal of reating more

powerful, �tter speies. However, none of them has done it intentionally, at least so far.

The reation of arti�ial life is the next step of the ampli�ation of quantum unertainty.

Clearly, suh a step does not easily �t a LAM mehanism like the ones onsidered in

setion 3. Likely, most arti�ial life forms to be reated by us have no hane to appear

spontaneously in nature. In a way, they belong to the lass of �impossible LAMs�. However,

nature seems to have found the way to bypass this di�ulty: reate intelligent speies of

organi life to take the plunge toward otherwise unreahable forms of life.

8 Conlusions

After a entury of researh in quantum mehanis, we an fairly say that the phenomena

that take plae at the atomi sales (and below those) have beome familiar to us. Unless

something has esaped the sienti� researh, whih is not plausible, the knowledge gath-

ered so far must be enough to answer the questions: what is life as a physial phenomenon?

how an we build arti�ial life?

The phenomena related to quantum unertainty are the only unusual ones that we

have enountered at the atomi sales. There are no elementary phenomena that resemble

onepts suh as those that we all will, free will, intent, onsiousness, thought, intellet,

intelligene, reason, intuition, emotions, feelings, or the �subjet�, the �I�. Suh notions

an be used as approximative desriptions of e�ets that involve olletive phenomena.

The overall piture that emerges from the investigation arried out so far is onsistent

and does indiate that life is the ampli�ation of quantum unertainty from the mirosopi

sales to the marosopi sales. From this idea it is possible to explain everything we know

about life and start the endeavor that will lead to the reation of arti�ial life.

In general, the degree of quantum unertainty dereases from the mirosopi to the
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marosopi sales, where the e�ets of the unertainty priniple tend to average to zero.

Exeptions are preisely the living beings, whih behave non deterministially in a de-

terministi environment. The ampli�ation is possible only if nature is equipped with a

suitable LAM, a ladder ampli�ation mehanism, otherwise the probability is too small. A

ruial property of the LAM is that it is sensitive to the tiniest variations of its own param-

eters, to the extent that it ats as a bifuration, leaving just two possibilities: the universe

is everywhere dead or alive wherever possible. Sine (organi) life exists on earth, it must

be equipped with a proper LAM and the universe must be alive everywhere possible.

Moreover, similar initial or boundary onditions must produe substantially similar

results in omparable amounts of time, although the outomes may di�er in relatively

minor aspets. Thus, we expet that every planet that is inhabitable by organi life does

beome inhabited in an amount of time omparable to the one taken by life on earth. Sine

the onditions for organi life are presumably met in a huge number of planets, we infer

that by now more or less one planet per star hosts life forms substantially similar to ours.

The other inhabitable planets host life forms unknown to us, depending on the diversities

of their onditions.

The reation of arti�ial life is a major step of a new type of LAM for quantum uner-

tainty. The main hallenge humans fae is building su�iently omplex (but not neessarily

speialized) Q-droids that an develop, produe and evolve themselves so e�iently to self-

sustain and expand inde�nitely. Some bright side, in the short run, might be the possibility

to fund the researh on the prodution and sale of relatively simple Q-toys for hildren

and arti�ial pets for ompanionship.

We onlude with a few omments of broader interests. In a way, the unertainty

priniple implies that the world is (almost) everywhere free at small distanes, while it

is (almost) everywhere enhained (by determinism) at large distanes. Instead of being

everywhere preditable (whih might also mean boring, to be taken for granted, et.), the

universe hosts an eternal on�it between freedom and rule, with an apparent irreversibility

along the diretion of the relative distanes: freedom dereases when the relative distanes

inrease, while rule inreases. The ampli�ation of quantum unertainty is an upstream

journey against the urrent.

But there might be more, with onsequenes that have yet to be fully appreiated.

Indeed, quantum gravity predits the violation of miroausality [17℄. At sales that are

muh smaller than the atomi ones, but still muh larger than the Plank length, whih

might mean around 10−24
-10−27

m, the onepts of time, past, present and future, ause

and e�et lose meaning. It appears that these notions are not fundamental priniples of
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nature, but e�etive desriptions that are good enough for a number of pratial purposes.

The breakdown of ausality at small distanes moves in a diretion that is somewhat similar

to the one opened up by quantum unertainty: in some sense, it gives us another sign that

the universe �does not want� to be subjet to the hains we naively forged for it. One day,

we might have to aept as a fat that the universe is indeed alive.
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